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Abstract— With the current trend of dwindling life cycle of
production, necessity of systems with high-adaptability is on
the rise. With their high adaptability and easy maintenance,
reconfigurable manipulators are strong candidates to replace
conventional non-reconfigurable manipulators in such trend.
However, most of existing reconfigurable robots are designed
for non-industrial use and remained in laboratory level because
of their low accuracy and low mechanical/electrical capacity.
In this paper, we present our newly developed manually re-
configurable manipulator, ModMan, equipped with genderless
connectors which feature high mechanical/electrical capacity
and multi-DOF modules, which are to increase the number of
possible configurations while minimizing loss of manipulator
performance. An automatic kinematic modeling algorithm for
reconfigurable manipulators is also presented to deal with
complexities due to genderless connections and multi-DOF
modules. Evaluations of repeatability of 6-DOF configuration
are performed to prove that the performance of ModMan
is comparable to existing non-reconfigurable manipulators.
Experiments on reconfiguration of kinematics for arbitrary
connections of modules are also demonstrated.

Index Terms— Reconfigurable Manipulator, Modular Robot,
Genderless Connector, Kinematic Modeling.

I. INTRODUCTION

Vastly escalating demands towards improved machinery
based on individual needs, favoring principles of industry 4.0,
promote higher level of adaptability. Conventional industrial
manipulators with fixed configurations, referred to as non-
reconfigurable throughout this paper, are usually deployed
to meet such demands, which show satisfactory performance
in general. However, their workspaces are limited to fixed
volumes and they may not be optimal to certain tasks
in terms of several performance measures such as time
and power consumption. In addition, it takes much time
to recover from hardware failures for non-reconfigurable
manipulators because only experts can repair them. To over-
come such weaknesses of non-reconfigurable manipulators,
reconfigurable manipulators are introduced and investigated
in literature to give users insight to configure their own
optimal manipulator and to easily replace broken components
for fast recovery from failures [1].
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The modularity is the degree to which a system’s compo-
nents can be separated and recombined so that the complexity
of each part can be hidden and simply interfaced with others
as described in [2]. In modular robot design, this paper
defines modularity in terms of the concepts of Degree of
Reconfigurability (DOR), the number of possible combina-
tions with the number of modules; and Integrity, the quality
of integration. Among manipulators with same kinematic
structure, one is considered to have higher integrity if it has
smaller number of parts with better performance measures.
Thus, a non-reconfigurable robot is considered to have the
highest integrity. Designing a well modularized manipulator
system is equivalent to increasing both DOR and integrity,
however, there is an inherent trade-off between DOR and
integrity. Higher DOR is normally achieved by increasing
the number of connection ports and the kinds of module,
which degrades integrity simultaneously. In this paper, we
propose that applying genderless connectors and multi-DOF
modules compensates such weakness in a modular robot
system. Genderless connectors increase DOR by two to the
power of the number of modules. Multi-DOF joints improve
integrity by reducing parts and space for connectors with the
ease of downsizing [3].

Extensive surveys of the research literature on modular
robots [4]–[7] show that the majority of such literature is
on self-reconfigurable modular robots. Such robots have
separate actuators for self-reconfiguring function to form
desired configurations. However, the parts related to the
function lower the integrity of the robots because they take
up much space and weight. Hence, a manually reconfig-
urable modular manipulator with higher integrity would be
preferable over a self-reconfigurable modular manipulator for
industrial applications.

There have been several attempts to develop a manually
reconfigurable modular robot manipulator suitable for in-
dustrial applications. Reconfigurable Modular Manipulator
System (RMMS) [8], [9] is one of the earliest implemen-
tations of such a manipulator. Schunk has developed and
commercialized LWA series [10], manually reconfigurable
manipulators comprising 2 DOF modules, Powerball. Re-
cently, Acutronic Robotics released Modular Articulated
Robotic Arm (MARA) together with Hardware Robot Oper-
ating System(H-ROS) [11]. Though the robots are manually
reconfigurable manipulators, they have a limited DOR due
to their gendered connection.

A key design feature of a reconfigurable manipulator is the
connector. In [12], a modular robot, Thor, is presented with a
genderless connector based on spring-loaded pins for electri-
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cal signals. In [13], a genderless connector with mechanical
connection mechanism, HiGen, is presented. HiGen utilizes
four hooks around a central axis for mechanical connection,
and a circular spring-pin array for electrical connection.
The mechanical and electrical connections of the genderless
connectors, however, are not strong enough for industrial
applications and are of low current capacity due to the small
number of spring pins, respectively. In our previous works
[14], [15], a genderless connector is presented with a robust
mechanical design and an effective layout of spring pins.
In this paper, we present an optimized genderless connector
based on the previous works, whose performance is capable
of industrial applications.

In line with advances in modular robot manipulator hard-
ware design, there have been corresponding advances in
modular robot manipulator software design, especially with
respect to kinematics. In [16], a kinematic modeling of a
modular robot manipulator by means of Denavit–Hartenberg
(DH) parameter representation is proposed. This represen-
tation, however, is inadequate for modular robot manipu-
lators because it needs to re-define each link frame when
connections change. In [17], modern screw theoretic repre-
sentations of kinematics of a modular robot manipulator is
proposed. They defined the connections in terms of Assembly
Incidence Matrix (AIM) and Accessibility Matrix (AM) to
represent how the modules are connected and to describe the
kinematics of their manipulator in a coordinate independent
manner. In [18], a connector-graph representation for module
assembly is defined to add an offset angle value at each
connection. The aforementioned researches share a common
limitation; each of their joint modules is of 1-DOF with
a fixed input–output port. Thus, joint modules of multi-
DOF and multiple connection ports need to be considered
in kinematic modeling. In [3], Adaptive Robotic System
Architecture (ARSA) is introduced to deal with more general
types of modules and connections of modules by defining
Object Incidence Matrix (OIM), which contains module-
specific kinematic/dynamic parameters. Yet, no systematic
kinematic modeling algorithm with such architecture is pre-
sented.

In this regard, the contribution of this work is to signif-
icantly improve the completeness of reconfigurable mod-
ular manipulator on both hardware and software sides.
On the hardware side, the module designs are expanded
and the connectors are further optimized from the ones
in our previous works [14]. By having 2-DOF, the new
joint modules achieve better integrity. Compared to the
previous version of [14], the proposed genderless connector
can withstand greater mechanical forces and transmit more
electricity through pin layout optimization. On the software
side, we introduce a novel automatic kinematic modeling
algorithm that detects the kinematic structure and builds the
kinematic model accordingly for any arbitrary tree struc-
ture. Connection-dependent parameters and module intrinsic
parameters are carefully identified to efficiently build the
kinematic model using the minimum amount of information
transmitted through the connectors. As a complete system
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Fig. 1: Genderless Connector: (a) fixing ring and wing, (b)
mechanical connection, (c) arrangement of spring pins and
terminals, (d) electrical connection, (e) connection diagram.

to demonstrate the integration of the developed components,
we built a modular manipulator system named ModMan.

This paper organized as follows. Section II describes the
developed hardware, including genderless connector, joint,
and link. Section III describes the automatic kinematic
modeling algorithm for reconfiguration of a modular robot
manipulator. Section IV shows experimental results regarding
repeatability and reconfigurability of ModMan. Section V
concludes the paper with further comments.

II. HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT FOR RECONFIGURABLE
ROBOT MANIPULATOR

In this section, the hardware components to build the
modules of ModMan system are presented. A genderless
connector, granted for US patent [19], is developed with
enough mechanical/electrical capacity to withstand loads of
6 or 7-DOF manipulators. Details of joint unit, a collection
of parts that corresponds to 1-DOF, are also presented. Based
on those, 7 types of joint modules, 2 types of link modules,
and a single type of gripper modules are built.

A. Genderless Connector

The genderless connector of ModMan consists of a me-
chanical connection mechanism and electrical connections as
illustrated in Fig. 1. To give joint modules to have different
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Fig. 2: FEM Result: (a) tensile force of 1000N, (b) torsion
about radial direction of 160Nm, (c) torsion about axial
direction of 160Nm.

range of motion, the connector is designed to be connectable
in every 90◦ angle for 4 different offset angles.

For an intuitive and solid connection, a simple screw
fastener with extruded features was adopted for mechanical
connection mechanism as shown in Fig. 1a. The fastener
consists of fixing rings with inner threads and fixing wings
with outer threads. As illustrated in Fig. 1e, each fixing
wing is fastened with the fixing ring of the other side.
The fastened structure of Fig. 1b can support bending and
torsional stresses in all directions. Note that the mechanical
connection between two fixing wings is of a sliding fit to
minimize error and backlash at the connection. Although it
is possible to tighten the fastener by hand, it is best to use
a hook spanner to ensure a promising connection.

To guarantee the structural safety of ModMan, the finite
element method (FEM) was applied on SolidWorks to an-
alyze the fixing wing’s stiffness and the results are shown
in Fig. 2. An extremely high tensile force of 1,000 N was
applied to the fixing wing and the resulting maximum stress
was 5.97×107N/m2 which has an associated factor of safety
(FoS) of 8.46. A torsion of 160Nm — the maximum peak
torque of the large joint module (Table 2) — was applied to
the fixing wing and the resulting maximum stresses about
the radial and axial directions are 7.12 × 107N/m2 and
1.27 × 108N/m2 which have associated FoS of 7.09 and
4.97, respectively. Because these results are for a single
fixing wing only, the actual FoS of the assembly by two
fixing wings and rings are to be doubled at least. All of the
results ensure that the geometric structure of the mechanical
connection is more than safe in all directions. Note that
our previous version of [14] has FoS of 2.81 and 2.70 for
same tensile force and torsion about the radial direction,
respectively, and the maximum stress for the torsion about
axial direction exceeds the yield strength of the structure.
The results imply that the structural strength of the proposed
version is superior to the previous one.

The electrical connections of the genderless connector
(Fig. 1c) are responsible for transferring electrical power
and communication signals between the modules. Contacts
between spring pins and surface terminals are used for
the connection to give compliance for robustness against
mechanical clearances. As illustrated in Fig. 1d, the electrical
connection is divided into three sections: inner section for

System Type Power Signals Number of
Spring Pins

RMMS [8] Gendered 72V-25A 2 RS-485, 30
48V-6A 4 Videos

Powerball [10] Gendered 24V-15A CANopen, 20
10 Signals

MARA [11] Gendered 48V-8A Ethernet 16

Thor [12] Genderless 2 Pins RS-485, 6

HiGen [13] Genderless 4 Pins I2C, Serial 12

ModMan [14] Genderless 20 Pins EtherCAT, 46
(previous) 18 Signals
ModMan Genderless 88 Pins EtherCAT, 115
(proposed) (48V-56A 22 Signals

5V-48A)

TABLE 1: An electrical capacity comparison of connectors
in reconfigurable modular robot systems.

Model Large Medium Small
Weight 5.36 Kg 4.45 Kg 3.7 Kg
Motor TBMS-7615A TBMS-6013A RBE-01211A
Gear ratio 1 : 100 1 : 100 1 : 100
Rated torque 93.9 Nm 41.5 Nm 22.3 Nm
Peak Torque 157 Nm 82 Nm 54 Nm
Speed 42.26 rpm 54.2 rpm 103.47 rpm
Encoder 19 bit 19 bit 19 bit
Resolution 0.002 deg 0.002 deg 0.002 deg

TABLE 2: Specification of 2-DOF joint modules.

a detection pin to recognize offset angle, middle section
for 26 signals including Ethernet for Control Automation
Technology (EtherCAT) signals, and outer section for power
and ground. To enable the connection at every 90◦ and
maximize the number of the contacts, the spring pins are
arranged in two diametrically opposite octants. Note that
the detection pin is located in only one of the octants
for 90◦ resolution. Two sets of the surface terminals are
arranged in mirrored pattern of the arrangement and placed
with ±45◦ angles. Based on the effectively designed layout,
a total of 115 spring pins are mounted on the connector.
With this numerous number of spring pins, the ModMan
genderless connector can transfer greater amounts of power
and signals than the other connectors as shown in Table 1.
The performance of the ModMan genderless connector is
able to support loads of high-DOF configurations such as a
dual-arm configuration.

B. Joint Modules

The joint units of different sizes (small, medium, and
large) but of a common structure were developed for Mod-
Man and an example of the large joint unit is shown in Fig. 3.
The structure of the joint units shares some of the features
with the actuation unit introduced in [20]. The design of the
joint unit mainly focuses on optimal spacing. Both joint side
and link side displacements are delivered to the opposite side
of output flange by couplings and are measured using two
absolute encoders. The genderless connector is to be attached
on the output flange and a motor brake is placed behind the
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Fig. 4: 2-DOF joint modules and 1-DOF joint module.

motor for the safety reason. Details of the specifications of
each of the joint unit are described in Table 2.

For effective management and development of the mod-
ules, three types of PCBs are developed in a modular
manner; controller PCBs for computations, EtherCAT PCBs
for communication, and motor driver PCBs for amplification
of motor inputs. Since EtherCAT communication protocol
has a directional property of data in/out ports, a switching
circuit is implemented to change the direction of EtherCAT
communication. All the types are designed to have the same
geometry and can be connected to each other by flex cables
so that a set of PCBs can wrap around a joint in a manner
of minimizing the required space for installing them.

To configure various types of manipulators, several types
of joint modules were developed as shown in Figure 4. To
build a 2-DOF module, two joint units of same size can be
assembled in infinitely many ways but we chose two ways of
assembling them in orthogonal directions with offset, which
we label “type A” and “type B”. In total, there are six 2-
DOF modules built which consist of two different types with
three different sizes. By using all six 2-DOF modules, we
can build two typical manipulators - ”left” and ”right” arms
- which will be shown later.

In addition to the 2-DOF joint modules, a 1-DOF joint
module, which is shown in Fig. 4, was developed whose
joint unit is identical to that of the 2-DOF joint module of
large size. It is assembled following the first 2-DOF joint
module to configure a typical 7-DOF manipulator.

Link module A Link module B Base Link Module

Gripper Module

Torso Module

Fig. 5: Link and gripper modules.

C. Link and Gripper Modules

In addition to the joint modules, four link modules -
each featuring genderless connectors - are also developed to
configure various types of manipulators as shown in Fig. 5.
”Link module A” and “Link module B” are designed for
upper and lower arms, respectively. Likewise, ”Base link
module” and “Torso” are designed for one-arm and human-
like dual arm configurations, respectively. Note that link
modules also act like a slave even though they do not
have any actuators because their directions and angles of
connections need to be automatically detected and considered
for kinematic reconfiguration. Thus, each link module has
a controller and an EtherCAT PCBs. The weights of link
module A and B are 3.88Kg and 3.4Kg, respectively.

For the proof of concept, we also designed a gripper
module as shown in Fig. 5. The gripper has a driver PCB
for actuation in addition to the low-level controller and
EtherCAT PCBs. The jaws of the gripper module are coupled
to each other to be driven by a single actuator. It has a
function to detect gripping force using spring deflection to
pick soft objects. The gripper also utilizes a RGB-D sensor
(RealSense SR300) to perform simple vision based pick-and-
place tasks.

III. AUTOMATIC MODELING OF THE MANIPULATOR
KINEMATICS

Because the ModMan system is based on genderless con-
nectors and multi-DOF joint modules, kinematic modeling of
ModMan requires extra considerations on how the modules
can be broken down into joint/link elements. For example,
a 2-DOF joint module of minimum number of connectors
consists of three link elements, two joint elements, and two
connection ports as illustrated in Fig. 6. In light of such
considerations, we developed an automatic kinematic mod-
eling algorithm for use with tree-structured reconfigurable
manipulators and it is applied to ModMan.

A. Kinematic Modeling

In what follows, we use the modern screw-theoretic
formulation of kinematics as outlined in [21], [22]. The
task space of a robot can be defined on the space of the
special Euclidean group SE(3) while the 4×4 rigid body
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transformation matrix T ∈ SE(3) is of the form

T =

(
R x

01×3 1

)
, (1)

where R is the 3 by 3 rotation matrix, x ∈ R3 is the position
vector. For any T ∈ SE(3), one can find corresponding
screw parameter A ∈ R6 =

(
ωT , vT

)T
with ω, v ∈ R3,

which satisfies the matrix exponential of the form

T = e[A]. (2)

The square bracket notation [A] for screw parameter A
denotes

[A] =

(
[ω] v
01×3 0

)
, (3)

where, again, the square bracket notation [ω] for three
dimensional vector ω = (ω1, ω2, ω3)

T is

[ω] =

 0 −ω3 ω2

ω3 0 −ω1

−ω2 ω1 0

 . (4)

To find a systematic way of kinematic modeling of an
assembled reconfigurable manipulator of tree structure, we
first defined a generalized module as illustrated in Fig. 7.
Assuming it is i’th module in the corresponding branch, the
generalized module itself is a tree structure which consists
of P i number of connection ports - each of which can be
connected to a parent-side or to a child-side - and Ki joint
elements with screw parameters AiJ ∈ R6, J = 1, · · · ,Ki,
are described in module frame {i}. The joint elements are
assumed to be either revolute or prismatic joint. Although
joint elements of higher DOF than one can be treated in a
manner similar to that of one DOF as described in [23], they
are not considered here because of their rarity in industrial
manipulators.

A generalized module i can have Si = P i(P i − 1)
possible permutations for one serial connection. When a
serial connection is made, unique branch can be retrieved
and it is represented as a collection of indices of the form
Bis = {pas, Js,1, · · · , Js,ki , chs}, s = 1, · · · , Si, where pas
is the index of parent-side connection port, chs is the index
of child-side connection port, and Js,j , j = 1, · · · , ki are the
indices of the corresponding joint elements with ki number
of the effective joint elements of the branch. Once connected,

Fig. 7: Illustration of generalized module.

unique branch index s can be found with ki effective joint
elements and ki + 1 link components.

Let us assume m modules are serially connected to con-
struct an n DOF manipulator and each module has its own
module frame {i}, i = 1, · · · ,m. The forward kinematics
T0,e, which is the transformation from base frame {0} to
end-effector frame {e}, can be expressed as

T0,e = T0,p1paTp1pa,p2pa · · ·Tpm−1
pa ,pmpa

Tpmpa,e (5)

where Tpipa,pi+1
pa
∈ SE(3) is a modular kinematics of module

i which is the transformation matrix from parent port frame
of module i, {pipa}, to parent port frame of module i + 1,
{pi+1
pa }. Tpmpa,e ∈ SE(3) is the transformation matrix defined

at end-effector module. Assuming all link frames are initially
coincide with the module frame {i}, Ti,l, the transformation
from module frame {i} to link element frame {l}, l =
0, · · · , ki, can be described as

Ti,l =

{
I4×4 if l = 0

e
[AiJs,1

]θψ+1 · · · e[A
i
Js,l

]θψ+l otherwise,
(6)

where ψ =
∑i−1
q=1 kq . Now the modular kinematics of

module i can be described as

Tpipa,p
i+1
pa

=M−1
i,pipa

e
[AiJs,1

]θψ+1 · · · e[A
i
Js,ki

]θψ+ki (7)

·Mi,pich
Tpich,p

i+1
pa

where Mi,pipa
,Mi,pich

∈ SE(3) are initial transformations
from module frame {i} to parent port frame {pipa}, child port
frame {pich}, respectively, Tpich,pi+1

pa
is the transformation

from i-th child port frame {pich} to i+1-th parent port frame
{pi+1
pa }, of which the value is dependent on offset angle φi

between module i and module i+1. For systematic derivation
of Tpich,pi+1

pa
, we assume there are distinct reference frames

at every connection port and the orientation of the frame
is defined in a consistent manner; in this paper we choose
the outward normal direction at a connection port to be ẑ-
direction and the direction of the reference line for the offset
angle to be x̂-direction. Now Tpich,p

i+1
pa

can be defined as

Tpich,p
i+1
pa

(φi) =


cosφi sinφi 0 0
sinφi − cosφi 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 1

 . (8)
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Fig. 8: Connection protocol and configured manipulator in
its zero position with 00010 - 21114 – 00212 – 22214 –
00512 – 23112 – 00101 (base-LargeA-LinkA-MedB-LinkB-
SmallA-Dummy).

An advantage of the screw-theoretic kinematics is that the
manipulator Jacobian is efficiently computed by transforming
the reference coordinate of screw parameters of each joint
to end-effector frame [21].

B. Model Parameter Classification

The model parameters described above need to be par-
titioned into two groups; module intrinsic parameters and
connection-dependent parameters. The module intrinsic pa-
rameters, whose values should be provided prior to connec-
tion, are

• Mi,piq
∈ SE(3), q = 1, · · · , P i, initial transformation

matrices from module frame {i} to connection port
frames piq ,

• AiJ ∈ R6, J = 1, · · · ,Ki, screw parameters of joint
elements described in module module frame {i},

• Bis = {pais, J is,1, · · · , J is,ki , ch
i
s}, s = 1, · · · , Si, all

possible branches in form of a series of indices for
corresponding parent port, joint elements and child port.

The connection-dependent parameters, whose values are
determined upon connections, are

• t, the module ID,
• s, the index of kinematic tree,
• φ, offset angle of connection,
Note that as the number of possible permutation Si

increases proportional to square of the number of connection
ports P i, it is arguable to consider Bis as an intrinsic
parameters. Modules with small number of ports, such as
those of ModMan, will have small value of Si. Thus, it
is efficient to have the values of Bis for every branches
prior to connections and to recognize the branch ID s upon
connection. For the modules with many connection ports, the
module itself should be capable of automatically retrieving
the branch Bis when a connection is made.

In this research, the connection-dependent parameters fol-
low a protocol, 5 digit integer, as shown in Fig. 8. First 3
digits represent the module ID, forth and fifth digits represent
tree ID and offset angle, respectively. Now the connection

(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 9: Examples of different configurations: (a) 6-DOF, (b)
7-DOF, (c) dual arms.

status of a configured manipulator can be represented as a
series of integers. An example of 6-DOF right-arm configu-
ration is illustrated in Fig. 8.

Examples of possible configurations with developed mod-
ules are shown in Fig. 9. Since every modules can be
represented as a generalized module, proposed algorithm
supports not only joint + link connections but also link + link
or joint + joint connections such as connecting 2-DOF large
module + 1 DOF module appeared in 7-DOF manipulator.

The kinematic model obtained through the above process
can be used to perform the actions defined in the task space
and characterize the robot’s workspace. Because of the nature
of the reconfigurable robots, the methods for the inverse
kinematics and the workspace characterization should be
applicable to general kinematic structures; examples are the
Newton-Raphson numerical inverse kinematics described in
[21] and the workspace boundary determination described in
[24], respectively.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

We performed two different hardware experiments. An ac-
curacy evaluation is performed to prove that the repeatability
of a 6-DOF configuration of ModMan system is comparable
that of non-reconfigurable manipulators. We also conducted
a reconfiguration test to see the validity of the automatic
kinematic modeling algorithm presented in previous section.

A. System Setup

To validate the performance of ModMan compared to
conventional manipulators, we developed software for low-
level controls and high-level commands.

For the independent joint control, a discrete PID controller
for position control is implemented. The output is link-side
angle and the motor input is pulse width modulation (PWM).
A discrete-time first-order low-pass filter, also known as an



Fig. 10: Environment for repeatability test.

Trial Displacements(mm) Trial Displacements(mm)
1 0.2 11 0.22
2 0.18 12 0.23
3 0.17 13 0.22
4 0.20 14 0.20
5 0.19 15 0.20
6 0.21 16 0.18
7 0.22 17 0.21
8 0.22 18 0.19
9 0.20 19 0.17
10 0.21 20 0.19

Stand. Div. 0.0169 Max Diff 0.06

TABLE 3: Repeatability test results.

exponentially weighted moving average, is involved in the
derivative term, and saturation is applied in the integral term.

To show that the automatic kinematic modeling algo-
rithm works on actual hardware, we also built a software
to visualize the ModMan system. When all the modules
are connected, every slave sends their connection-dependent
parameters to the master controller, which are forwarded to
the visualization software. The kinematics of the manipulator
is constructed using the algorithm of Section III and the
simulation model is synchronized with the hardware using
joint encoder values which is received every 10ms through
TCP/IP communication. 3D mesh models of a module are
separated into each link element as illustrated in Fig. 6 and
all link coordinates are computed using Eq. (6).

B. Repeatability Comparison with Non-reconfigurable Robot
Manipulators

To evaluate repeatability, the left 6-DOF configuration
manipulator repeated a motion between two postures based
on the trajectory planned by trapezoidal joint space planner.
The values of the calibrated dial gauge were recorded when
the robot hit the gauge tip with the second posture as
illustrated in Fig. 10. The result is shown in Table 3. The
maximum difference among values are 0.06mm with stan-
dard deviation of 0.0169mm. One of the most widely used
non-reconfigurable manipulators, UR5 of Universal Robot,
has ±0.1mm repeatability [25]. The result proves that our
manipulator system is indeed comparable to existing non-
reconfigurable manipulators in terms of repeatability. Note
that the ModMan system only relies on the independent joint
control. It implies that we still have capacity to improve its
repeatability for more precise applications.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 11: Automatic kinematic modeling test: (a) 6-DOF, (b)
7-DOF.

C. Reconfigurability

Two different combinations of modules are tested for kine-
matic modeling and the results are shown in Fig. 11. The first
configuration is a 6-DOF right-arm manipulator, which re-
sembles properties of conventional 6-DOF non-configurable
manipulators. The second configuration is formed by con-
necting a 1-DOF module at the end of the first configuration.
The automatic kinematic modeling algorithm constructs the
kinematics of the two manipulators successfully; the models
are identical to the actual hardware postures.

To see if the manipulator Jacobian is properly found,
we also conducted an experiment to follow task space
trajectories. As described in Section III-A, manipulator Ja-
cobian for differential kinematics can easily be obtained by
transforming the reference coordinate of screw parameters
of each joint to end-effector frame. Cartesian space planner
is implemented using the numerical inverse kinematics and
B-spline interpolation. A 7-DOF right-arm configuration is
subjected to a task space trajectory whose orientation is
constant and the result is illustrated in Fig. 12. The inverse
of 6 by 7 Jacobian matrix is calculated with Moore-Penrose
pseudo inverse for minimum norm solution. The end-effector
successfully keeps its orientation constant during the motion.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a reconfigurable manipulator
system, ModMan, from hardware to software. The genderless
connector shows high mechanical/electrical capacities capa-
ble of driving reconfigurable manipulators with up to 7 joint
elements. The ModMan system has 7 joint modules and 4
link modules which can be assembled to configure various
types of manipulators including widely used 6-DOF and 7-
DOF manipulators. An automatic kinematic modeling algo-
rithm for reconfigurable robot manipulators with a concept
of generalized modules is proposed to deal with genderless



Fig. 12: Chronograph of Cartesian motion 7-DOF config-
uration. The end-effector orientation is visualized with an
upward pointing arrow.

connections and multi DOF modules. Experimental results
demonstrate that the repeatability of ModMan is compa-
rable to that of conventional industrial non-reconfigurable
manipulators. The reconfigurability of ModMan has also
been validated on the real hardware with multiple arbitrary
combinations of the modules.

By expanding the kinds of ModMan hardware modules, a
user will be able to configure various other types of robot
manipulator such as a Selective Compliance Assembly Robot
Arm (SCARA) robot or a spherical robot. Simultaneously,
the automatic kinematic modeling algorithm can be applied
to any other reconfigurable robot systems. The automatic
dynamic modeling algorithm, which will appear in our future
work, allows us to come up with more sophisticated torque
control algorithms and allows the ModMan to be reactive
to external forces for safety so it can be considered as a
cooperative robot.
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